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1. Whether the Tribunal has Jurisdiction Under Chapter 9 of the CEPTA;

It is the Claimant’s submission that this Tribunal is completely vested with competence to 

entertain this matter. 

While the Respondent argues that Vemma is state-controlled, we maintain otherwise. And 

we shall show why:

i. Vemma’s memo shows they are private-owned. 

ii. Therefore, Vemma is at most only state-linked, and not state-owned. Consequently, 

Mekar’s non-ratification of the (ICSID) Convention is immaterial and defeated by their 

contract under Article 9 of the Comprehensive Economic Partnership and Trade 

Agreement (CEPTA); the ICSID Additional Facility Rules for written consent & Article 2 

of the New York Convention.

iii. Respondent may suggest that at the time of this arbitration— after the infringing acts 

had occurred— Bonooru had acquired substantial stake in the Claimant. But that

argument goes to nothing, as the relevant time under the ICSID Convention is ‘‘the-

date-on-which-the-parties-consented-to-arbitration” (CEPTA), at which point Vemma 

was completely private-owned and dealt with the government of Mekar as a private 

enterprise.

iv. Tribunal should direct its mind to the substance of the claims— they are purely 

investment and contractual matters commercial in nature, not implicating any border 

issues on strict international law jurisprudence. This was the direction taken by earlier 

tribunals in Maffezini v Spain, Jan de Nul v Egypt, Toto Costruzioni v Lebanon.

v. The cardinal principle of separate legal personality has to be employed. A similar 

tribunal in Tulip Real Estate v Turkey case stressed that there ought to be deeper gaze

into the functions of the Contracting Party: are they public in nature? In this dispute, 

the functions are purely commercial, and not attributable to Bonooru.

vi. Chapter 2, Article 25 of the ICSID Convention requires the dispute to fundamentally 

arise out of an investment. If it was state-state dispute, what stopped Bonooru from 

itself bringing a matter against Mekar?
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2.0 Whether the Tribunal Should Grant the Leave Sought for filling Amici Submissions;

Tribunal should admit the submission of amici brief by CBFI:

i. The application was timeously brought in accordance with Article 41(3) of the ICSID

Rules and 9.19 of the CEPTA.

ii. Claimants are of the strong perspective that amici submission of the CBFI ought 

necessarily to be admitted. 

iii. Amici represents investors of all sizes in the Greater Narnian region relying upon stable 

and predictable regulatory systems to ensure agreements are kept. 

iv. If the Respondent be allowed to breach the CEPTA terms, this will not only set a bad 

precedent and make the market uncertain, but also plummet investors’ confidence 

and destroy existing business relationships.

2.1        Submission on CPUR Amicus Brief

This Tribunal should bar amici submission of Committee on Reform of Public Utilities (CPUR)

i. The Amici submission of CPUR does not comply with Article 41(3) of the ICSID Rules 

and Article 9.19 of the CEPTA.

ii. They implicate facts not submitted to this Tribunal. 

iii. This Tribunal has no time for frivolities and ought to dismiss the Amici submission 

alleging issues not claimed.

3.0.       Whether the Respondent has violated Article 9.9 of the CEPTA;

The Claimants submit that the Respondents have broken the spirit of Article 9.9 of the CEPTA 

through their acts and omissions. For seamless argument, we shall break this issue into four 

segments:
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3.1 Background

i. The Respondent has compromised the fair and equitable treatment standard in Article

9 of the CEPTA.

ii. The Respondent has indeed exceeded the regulatory authority that the CEPTA secures 

for its contracting parties, especially under Article 9.

iii. The expansion, discounted airfares and incentives of the Claimant were well-

intentioned investment strategies having no real ill consequences to the airline. 

iv. Mekar is a poor country; poorer than Bonooru. Transparency International scores it

30/100 on Corporation Activity Index. 

v. It is an irony that it, chief of bad decisions, alleges that the Claimant— with a proven 

track record in the airline industry, made bad investment decisions. 

3.2 Privatization

i. Paragraph 15 0f the Facts asserts that Caeli Airways was faring far worse under Mekar’s 

control, until the privatization and the Claimant bloomed it; after which the 

Respondent wanted to climb back on the ship they had abandoned.

ii. Mekar acted in bad faith and displayed prejudicial conduct—pumping in aid to Ceali in 

the form of subsidies, tax rebates, loans and debt forgiveness and stopped 

immediately the Claimant acquired them.

iii. When the LPM returned to power in 2017, they vowed to “return the country back to 

the people”, an intention to expropriate foreign investors.

3.3 The CCM and Investigations

i. At the genesis, the point of privatization, Vemma proposed expansion and low fares in 

its bid; alongside its Moon Alliance membership. Neither the CCM nor Mekari-Air 

considered this anti-competitive or unduly advantageous. In fact, at paragraph 24 of 

the Facts, this was the reason the Claimant won the contract; having the best proposal. 

ii. Low airfares aided the Claimant’s surviving the fuel crashes.
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iii. Seeing the claimant’s success, the CCM suo moto commenced an unlawful 

investigation contravening Chapter 3 of the Monopoly and Restrictive Trade Practice 

act 2009, since the Claimant’s market share was only yet 43%, not 50%.

iv. Claimants admit the proviso on discretion. However, the same proviso requires the use 

of discretion to be ‘‘exceptionally rare’’. 

v. The CCM’s first investigation was obviously discriminatory— they did not investigate 

other Moon Alliance members— the Claimant’s membership was one of the vital 

reasons for the investigation. This is a break to the heart of Article 9(c) of the CEPTA.

vi. A second investigation triggered by a complaint breached Chapter 3, section 3 

paragraph C of the Monopoly and Restrictive Trade Practice Act, as it was not 

supported by “sufficient evidence” from the competitor for the investigation to hold 

sway. 

vii. All fines imposed pursuant to the investigations are just as unlawful.

viii. With predatory policing, the Respondent made the market uncertain for the Claimant. 

ix. The Corporations Act 1969; Privatization of Enterprise Act 1972; and Air Corporation 

Act 1984 all foster market competition. It baffles the mind that the Respondent frowns 

at this. In its investigation, the CCM ignored paragraph F of section 4 of the Act that 

emphatically prioritizes “compliance with the Act over punitive measures.”

3.4 Aftermath

i. The rule of fair treatment is equality. Airfare caps general in nature, are meant to apply 

across board. Selectively visiting them on only the Claimant is discriminatory especially 

in the context of a destabilized economy, and against Article 9.7 of the CEPTA on Most 

Favoured Nation Treatment, which caps were not protested at the time, because it did 

not foresee rapid inflation.

ii. Claimants later contested the caps and fines, which was registered in court in March 

2018, hearing scheduled April 2019.

iii. The judge enforced the caps and fines, allegedly “thinking that Caeli would recover”. 

And it did not.
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iv. This hearing of an urgent commercial matter, lasted two years, while the caps 

subsisted.

v. Mekar declined subsidies for Caeli, even after granting it to others through the 

Executive Order of September 2018.

vi. They cited the Horizon Scheme 2020, which was not the only subsidy in the market.

Factually, other beneficiaries of Mekar’s subsidies were also getting subsidies from 

home. This is a bold violation of Article 9.6 of the CEPTA on MFNT.

vii. Mekar’s banks offered inflated interest loans to Claimant. They would not let them 

breathe air from outside, let alone from inside.

viii. Mekar continued to suffocate the Claimants, and insisting on buying them at fire sale

price. Immediately Vemma left, Mekar dismissed all fines and caps, offered loans and 

tax breaks, opposite of all they had done to Vemma.

ix. The standard here Tribunal, is whether the Respondent did not contravene paragraph 

c of Article 9.9 on arbitrary or discriminatory conduct; plus, paragraph b on 

transparency in administrative proceedings, when all their actions are factored 

together. The Claimant is confident that the Tribunal will have no difficulty in finding 

that they did.

Whatever award given in this case will affect investment protection all over the world for a 

very long time. Panel of arbitrators, please do take this into account.

4.0.  If the Respondent has Violated Article 9.9, What Then Becomes The Appropriate 

Compensation Standard.

The Claimants urge this tribunal to conclude that the compensation standard is “fair market 

value”.

i. Arbitrators, the Claimant submits that the Respondent is bound by its commitment 

under Article 9.6 of the CEPTA, to afford the Claimant a favorable chance to dispose 

its investment.
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ii. Article 9.11 of the CEPTA also obligates the Respondents to compensate the Claimants 

for losses arising from any national crisis.

iii. Article 9.12.2 of the CEPTA predicts the present expropriation, and mandates the 

Respondent to offer a compensation on a ‘‘free market value’’ basis to the Claimant.

iv. Consequently, when read in fellowship with Article 9.12.3, this compensation must 

account for interest at the prevailing commercial rate. 


